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The UK Public Sector is important economically, socially and politically. Its
presence and significance is all pervasive and inescapable. We often take
many of the services it delivers for granted, as they are woven into the
fabric of our everyday life. The sector is at the forefront of technology use,
both in terms of scale and application to deliver some of the country’s
most essential services. It’s an exciting, critical and challenging sector
for all involved.
Fundamentally important to SCC for over 30 years, our depth of
experience and knowledge in this sector has built us a reputation as a
thought leader and trusted advisor. Whether it was being appointed as
one of the first national resellers to deliver technology to the NHS or
being the first provider awarded PAN Government accreditation for our
Secure Cloud Services, SCC has always been a leader in the provision of
technology services to the UK Public Sector. We take great pride in our
excellent client relationships that have been established and developed
over many years. Relationships based on trust, delivery, innovation, and
a commitment to getting things done. We are privileged and proud to
engage together on important and exciting projects which affect our
everyday life. This has resulted in us building one of the strongest Public
Sector track records in the technology sector.
We recognise the rapid pace of change in this sector. The pressure
to innovate, reduce cost and improve efficiency remain ever present
business drivers, demanding more from suppliers and customers alike.
SCC relishes that challenge and prides itself on meeting it time and
time again.
We continue to invest in new technology solutions that help our clients
deliver innovative, citizen-centric services offering value for money.
Whether it’s digital evidencing solutions aimed at reducing crime and
preventing terrorism, big data analytics supporting front line clinical
decision making or providing secure cloud based services, SCC
continues to be at the forefront of positive change.
As technologies such as AI offer us new capabilities we will continue
to be involved in delivering these solutions. We are constantly pushing
technology boundaries to deliver solutions that will enhance and support
the objectives of our customers and ensure the UK Public Sector gets the
best from technology to benefit everyone.

JAMES WALLIS
HEAD OF HEALTHCARE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

SCC’s Local Government business focuses on establishing an effective
basis for Councils and other related organisations to pave the way to
self-sufficient business models and citizen centric services.
It does this by using technology to yield more time, money and capability
back to these organisations and underpins transformative new ways of
working through new agile environments that allow for increased choice
in how people access information, systems and data. By understanding
how to use data to unlock insights that deliver progression, increased
automation that reduces risk, and new platforms that facilitate models
for surplus revenue generation, SCC can legitimately affect these critical
conversations with our customers and in turn be increasingly relevant in
today’s Local Government sector.
Having a coherent and integrated strategy which assimilates the
development of our solutions in both the Local Government and
Healthcare sectors is key to providing vital and relevant cohesive services
for our customers. The ownership of Social Care delivery linking with
the issues that the NHS faces with patient flow and care quality for
example, provides a key focus for SCC as there is an increasingly close
relationship between these topics. The need for joined up thinking and
working to address the biggest problems in our society has never been
greater, along with the need for IT to help shoulder some of the burden.
Creating robust models for IT and data delivery to our workers and our
communities across large geographical regions is at the heart of this
and SCC does this incredibly effectively.
This is evidenced largely by our significant and mature customer
relationships and our ability to offer our own in-house service offerings
across a range of areas such as Network Management, Security, Hybrid
Cloud, Automation and End User Compute.
Years’ worth of investment in streamlining internal process, increasing
efficacy and acquiring capability to deliver these services allows us to go
forward with confidence that we can genuinely help with the core issues
facing Local Government today.

KEY CHALLENGES
IN THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
SECTOR
A Turbulent Local Landscape
Local authorities are facing a rapidly changing, uncertain landscape whilst
simultaneously being challenged to provide new, personalised services to the
citizens they serve. Devolution, combined authorities and city deals are all
challenging the traditional political structures. Many authorities are already
moving to a place-based model of public services, where they are collaboratively
working with other local public sector and private sector partners to deliver joined
up services.
The funding mechanism for local services is changing with the drive to become
financially self-sufficient still evident, the intention is for local authorities to retain
100% of locally raised business rates by 2020, realising an additional £12.5 billion
per year to fund local services. However, conflicting messages from central
government on how this policy will be implemented has forced many to look
to generate new income streams and aggressively remove discretionary costs.
In stark contrast, according to the National Audit Office a growing number of
local authorities are only managing to balance their accounts by using financial
reserves to cover overspends on services such as social care. It estimates that
10% of single tier and county councils have less than three years’ reserves if
they continue to use them at current rates, leaving them vulnerable to unexpected
future cost pressures.
How to prepare for the impact of Brexit is fast becoming the single, biggest
external challenge for local authorities’ planning and understanding what impact
it may have for future funding streams, populations and the resilience of their local
services. As the debate on the future shape of Brexit arrangements continues, the
ambiguity surrounding the legal, funding and practical consequences remains.
The Social Care Conundrum
How to care for vulnerable people in their communities is under intense scrutiny
across the public sector. As healthcare improves life expectancy, the number of
adults with long-term care needs has increased and healthcare organisations are
increasingly looking to deliver integrated care systems.The conundrum of how to
deliver social care services to a growing, aging population, whilst simultaneously
maintaining high standards and adapting to the changing needs of the public is
becoming pivotal to most local authorities’ strategic planning.
Local authorities coping with increasing demand for social care services need
to find the most effective ways of working with limited resources whilst still
complying with their statutory duties of care and the expectations of their
communities.
Initiatives to integrate health and social care services and systems are emerging
that are focused on delivering against joint local priorities across the relevant
agencies, such as with Connected Care, STPs and Local Digital Roadmaps,
where data is effectively shared in the interests of local people, and services
and processes are streamlined across health and social care systems.

Delivering Value to the Citizen
Within this rapidly changing local environment, local authorities still have statutory
obligations to fulfil in key areas such as public health, adult and children’s services,
economic regeneration and reducing social deprivation and poverty. Localised
environmental factors such as flooding, highways and air pollution are also expected
to heighten, and the pressure on housing shortages from an increased population
will intensify.
As digital technologies become more pervasive in people’s day to day lives, there is an
increased expectation from communities about the type of local services they wish to
engage with, which creates an obligation on authorities to design their services in the
most accessible, economic and citizen centric manner. Local authorities are exploring
opportunities to develop shared service models to simplify operating models, realise
economies of scale and ultimately greatly reduce cost.
There is also an expectation that applying technological innovations and data analytics to
improve the value of public services will create positive outcomes. Authorities are looking
at how they can introduce process workflow automation to deliver better local services
by handling routine and repetitive tasks more efficiently. There is tremendous potential to
improve decision making through the use of data analytics, integrating information across
services to create a single view of the citizen and creating new insights that can improve
lives of local people.
Citizen Centric Services
Transforming public services and how local authorities operate at the front line is crucial
to providing future services to communities. This requires a fundamental change to
transformation; not just upgrading the existing static systems of record, but moving to new
systems that allow citizens choice in the way they engage, ease in resolving their issues,
and provides tangible cost savings to authorities to meet their budgetary constraints. At a
time when public services face fundamental challenges, digital tools, skills and new design
approaches will provide a pivotal role in creating these systems of engagement.
The challenge of retaining and recruiting staff that have these specialist skills is, and will
continue to be a challenge for authorities. Not only do these new integrated digital services
need to be developed and deployed within a constrained budgetary environment, but they
will also rely on staff that will need to have different skill sets to deliver and support them.
Attracting and retaining such skilled staff, especially in more remote geographies has
always been difficult and will remain so.
Improving citizen engagement by enabling them to access self-service through a single
view of their data even if it crosses organisational boundaries is going to be critical in
providing citizen centric services. This is likely to provide the catalyst for transformational
change in the next few years, giving local authorities the ability to become proactive
and personalised in their approach to citizens and provide an integrated view of the
support and services required for each individual. Technical challenges exist: collating
and rationalising all of the data across local public services to drive this analytics activity
and to provide better informed decisions is not to be underestimated.
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Fundamentally important to SCC for many years, our depth of
experience, knowledge and sector insight has allowed us to develop
a deep appreciation of the key challenges faced by our Local
Government customers. Applying this understanding to our broad
portfolio of services and solutions, we have identified four solution
areas that can directly and positively address key challenges faced
by the sector today.
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KEY SOLUTIONS FOR
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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THESE ARE:
Transforming Workplaces – Flexible access to data and applications
whenever and wherever they are required, whilst protecting the
organisation’s infrastructure.
Managed Document Services – Improved data management,
accessibility and collaboration through document digitisation.
Managing Hybrid Workloads – Consume cloud services from a variety
of cloud providers to best suit the organisation’s workloads.
Protect and Secure – Security and event management to proactively
monitor, alert and manage threats to the organisation’s infrastructure.

TRANSFORMING WORKPLACES
With budget cuts and radical reform happening in Local
Government, local authorities need to identify new ways of
cutting costs, whilst continuing to provide services which deliver
value and benefit to the citizens they serve. As the pressure
of an aging and growing population creates strains on social
care systems and housing shortages, local authorities need
to transform the way they operate to maximise efficiency and
budgetary gains.
Many public sector organisations struggle to take advantage of IT innovations
due to a lack of skills and resources internally, particularly in remote areas
where attracting and retaining talent is difficult. This challenges them to drive
transformation and pulls resource away from delivering core services to the
authority and their community.
Hosted Desktop as a Service
SCC’s Desktop as a Service (DaaS) can help Local Government provide a modern,
flexible, citizen centric environment that enables users to securely access their
desktop, applications and data from any location, on any device, whenever and
wherever they need it, whilst protecting the underlying infrastructures’ integrity.
SCC’s DaaS ensures ongoing security, compliance, and availability of local
authorities’ desktop services. By moving to a DaaS solution local authorities
remove the need for expensive PC’s, by using cost effective, eco-friendly, thin
client hardware. Hosted on SCC’s secure and resilient cloud platform, DaaS allows
authorities to rapidly provision users and offer flexible device options, so they can
work from any location on their preferred device. DaaS fully supports Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) initiatives, allowing staff to bring and use their own technology
to securely access their applications.
Our hosted DaaS solution is delivered as a managed service, with SCC maintaining,
managing, and updating desktop profiles and operating systems to ensure
they are always up to date with vendor releases and refresh schedules. This
not only frees up internal IT resource to focus on business critical tasks but
also enables the easy roll out of new applications to the IT estate, with updates
installed to devices in one go. Local authorities benefit from continuous support
hours, guaranteed service levels, and predictable monthly costs. By replacing
the traditional capital expenditure associated with upgrades and refreshes, and
replacing it with a simple consumption based model, authorities can drive cost
savings and significantly lower the total cost of ownership of their estate.
The service is charged on a per user basis providing the ability to scale up and
down as local authorities’ requirements change whilst only being charged for
current active users. Increased clarity of what devices are active across the IT
estate enables local authorities to optimise their device estate and therefore
drive cost savings through device and application rationalisation.
Our DaaS solution is hosted on either SCC’s shared cloud platform or our
government accredited secure cloud platform, Sentinel. This supports any
‘cloud first’ strategies local authorities may have whilst future proofing their
infrastructure as cloud adoption continues in the sector.
Workplace Transformation Consultancy
Our consultants regularly engage with Local Government to understand how
the workplace is being used and the steps required to transform into a digital
workplace. Using our tried and trusted methodology, we Discover, Analyse, Design,
and Deliver rapid transformation to the workplace, specifically architected to the
organisations’ requirements.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local authorities can scale as required and only pay for what they need
Modern, supported IT infrastructure which enables new ways of working
Quicker and easier access to applications
Streamlined deployment of appropriate applications
Consistent desktop and office software across all devices
Releasing IT resources to higher value activities
Cost savings by moving to a revenue model charged by consumption
Rationalise It infrastructure to create space saving and support
environmental goals.

MANAGED DOCUMENT SERVICES
Local authorities face a rapidly changing political landscape
whilst at the same time being challenged to improve frontline
services and provide new services to the citizens they serve.
Improving accessibility to information for citizens and enabling
greater self-service is critical to drive efficiency improvements
and cost savings.
By creating a single view of the citizen through collation and integration of paper
and digital sources, local authorities can take advantage of innovations such as
data analytics to make more informed decisions and provide personalised services
which are tailored to citizens’ requirements. Having a centralised repository of
all citizen information also supports collaboration and the implementation of
share service models between public sector organisations, driving efficiencies in
working practices and citizen transactions across boundaries.
Large scale transformation to improve citizen services requires skilled resource
to deploy and maintain the transformed infrastructure. The challenge of retaining
and recruiting staff that have these specialist skills in areas such as cyber security
is, and will continue to be, a challenge for authorities. Attracting and retaining such
skilled staff, especially in more remote geographies has always been difficult and
will remain so.
Managed Document Services
SCC’s Managed Document Services provide innovative digital document
management solutions to help Local Government customers improve their
efficiency, streamline workflow and reduce costs. Secure record scanning
services assist authorities by adding historic paper-based records to their
central information and data storage.
Our Managed Print Room solutions include expert scanning services enabling
Local Government to digitise sensitive documents and records without the need
to send them off site. We deploy smarter digital working methods and skilled
resources to reduce print volumes and improve file accessibility. The upstream
costs of physical filing are removed and comprehensive document management
becomes more efficient and effective. We can also offer specialist secure off site
scanning for large volume archiving and specialist litigation support.
Digitisation services allows data silos to be identified and eliminated to create a
comprehensive, integrated, indexed view of all data held by the authority. This is
particularly important following recent changes to data protection and access,
and to ensure data security, as digital versions of documents are more secure
than paper and protected against accidental destruction or damage.
Storing digitised documents in either on-premise or an accredited secure hosted
solution, such as SCC’s secure cloud platform, Sentinel, ensures the security and
integrity of the data, documents and records. Moving to a cloud environment also
increases the accessibility to information making it available from anywhere, at
any time in a highly secure and controlled manner. The ability to access relevant,
comprehensive information actively promotes a working environment that
encourages collaboration and communication between local authorities and other
partner organisations.
Our document digitisation service is fully managed by SCC, giving local authorities
access to SCC’s specialist managed print resources without the requirement for
recruiting and retaining additional in-house skills.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predictable, controllable and appropriate expenditure
Creates a single view of the citizen by comprehensive document
digitisation
Increased accessibility to relevant information for staff and citizens
Increased data security protecting information against accidental
damage
Faster access to relevant historic information
Enhanced collaboration between partner organisations
Enables rationalisation of property assets
Positively supports local authorities’ sustainability agendas.

MANAGING HYBRID WORKLOADS
As financing reforms continue, local authorities
are challenged to become more financially selfsufficient, whilst meeting the ever growing citizen
expectation for more accessible information, systems
and applications. Authorities are having to look for
new ways of working which allow them to increase
operational efficiency, deliver better services, and
reduce costs.
Local authorities must strive to transform their IT, to support the
creation of shared service models between local authorities which
simplify working processes and collaboration, realise economies of
scale and drive cost savings. Creating systems of engagement that
provide citizen choice, ease of use and access, along with simplification
of processes is key for transformation. There is also a requirement to
provide services through a cloud first policy wherever possible.
SCC is well positioned to help Local Government with these challenges
as we own and manage three Tier 3 data centres in the UK, operate
our own private cloud environment, Cloud+, and a secure, government
accredited cloud environment, Sentinel. We also have strong
partnerships with Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services which
allow us to offer Local Government a choice of hybrid cloud services to
provide the most appropriate cloud solution for their infrastructure and
workloads.
Our Data Centres sit on our national fibre optic network Platform One.
Platform One connects through our secure and resilient backbone into
SCC’s cloud infrastructures and offers private connections into the
hyper-scale clouds provided by Microsoft and Amazon.
Universal Cloud Services
SCC Universal Cloud Services (UCS) allows local authorities to consume
their cloud services on a pay-as-you-go model, selecting services from
a variety of cloud providers to best suit workload requirements. The
service allows authorities to mix traditional hosting with cloud services
to create a hybrid solution, composed of public cloud, private cloud
and on-premise infrastructure and services which combine to work
seamlessly as one platform.
SCC’s UCS is available as a managed service, allowing government
authorities to consume cloud services from multiple providers, with
visibility through one management platform and one consolidated
monthly bill. The platform can provide detailed billing insights, data
usage reports and analytics to enable the organisation to track
consumption and rationalise infrastructure, minimising waste storage
and bandwidth.
SCC’s Network Operations Centres in the UK, Romania and Vietnam
offer proactive 24x7 monitoring and management of the infrastructure,
standardised across all environments and have the tools and
experience to migrate workloads between platforms.
Working alongside government authorities, SCC provide consultancy
services based upon our extensive public sector experience, to advise
on which workloads are best suited for a cloud environment helping
deploy the optimum model for applications, security requirements,
and budget constraints.
Implementing a hybrid cloud solution allows organisations to mitigate
the challenges caused by complex applications built on legacy
infrastructures, deciding which workloads to move to the public cloud,
which could be migrated to private cloud, and which need to be kept
on-site. This ensures local authorities get maximum benefit and an
optimised performance from each workload. Some services cannot
be moved to the public cloud due to regulatory and legal restrictions,
so opting for a hybrid cloud solution allows these workloads to be
managed either on-premise or stored in SCC’s secure private cloud,
Sentinel.

Hybrid cloud allows Local Government to take advantage of unlimited
resources based on demand-driven usage and move workloads to their
optimum environment for performance.
Benefits
•

•
•
•
•
•

Customers can be transitioned to the service quickly, enabling
rapid and secure consumption of cloud services with the
support they need
Increased data accessibility for citizens and authorities
The IT environment is more agile and scalable to future
requirements
Effective workload provisioning is enabled and accelerated
Consumption based reporting allows accurate billing to
service consumers
SCC offers multiple levels of support from consultancy,
simple support and maintenance to a full managed service.

PROTECT AND SECURE
Securing citizen and local authority data has never
been more important. With recent high profile data
breaches and changes to data protection regulations,
local authorities are under pressure to protect their
IT infrastructures and business information. This
is compounded by the difficulty of integrating and
updating their legacy systems and a shortage of
in-house security skills.
SCC can help address these issues by enabling local authorities
to provide citizens and staff with secure access to a compliant IT
infrastructure that protects their data, network, applications and
devices from internal and external security breaches.
We work with leading industry providers to offer security solutions
which will secure every aspect of a local authorities IT network and
infrastructure. These solutions work seamlessly together to protect
against and halt the spread of viruses, malware and ransomware
attacks, and SCC can design, install and manage these solutions for
authorities using our own in-house expertise. Services include the
deployment of next generation firewalls to provide a host of other
features including intrusion prevention, sandboxing, web filtering,
email filtering, SSL inspection, and anti-malware.
There are a range of other security solutions that we can provide
including network enforcement, policy and access control, VPN, cloud
security and end point security. The aim of these solutions and services
is to provide a protected and compliant IT environment allowing local
authorities to protect their reputation, secure their intellectual property
and offer a future-proofed IT infrastructure for both staff and citizens.
Security and Event Management (SIEM)
Local authorities are constantly facing targeted security attacks
which are advancing in complexity and ingenuity every year. In today’s
landscape, Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is an
important piece of any organisation’s security strategy, to monitor
the whole network and all connected devices and proactively alert
organisations of impending risk. In the fight against cyber-crime, SCC
can deliver a full SIEM service for local authorities to protect their data,
information, intellectual property and most valuable information assets.
SCC’s SIEM service delivers a complete view of visible and ‘invisible’
security threats to your organisation with the ability to integrate with
a wide range of customer systems including environment logs and
network devices, endpoints and applications. By collecting data from
multiple sources and comparing it against a globally sourced catalogue
of known and emerging threats, the SIEM system can proactively alert
the institution when a threat is detected, so they can anticipate and
respond to the intrusion.

Using the market-leading advanced analytics engine, IBM QRadar,
SCC’s Security Information and Event Management service provides
24/7 proactive security event monitoring and alerting, removing the
burden of having on-site security specialists as we manage a bank of
available, highly skilled resources to support organisations, flexing up
or down as required. Our Security Operations Centre complies with
many government accreditations including ISO 27001:2013, GPG13
security compliance for PSN and PCI Compliance.
By protecting the organisation’s infrastructure from daily cyber-attacks
with real-time monitoring and reporting, SCC can release both time and
resource for local authorities, supporting the availability of their core
applications and the security of the organisation’s data.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects local authority reputation and productivity
Secures the local authorities most valuable assets
– its confidential information and intellectual property
Transforms the cyber-security approach from reactive
to proactive
Supports the local authorities security compliance strategy
Reduces the cost of security monitoring and risk assurance
Removes the requirement for in-house skills.

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS

“

“SCC was the right choice for Norfolk County Council when we started
the necessary enterprise upgrade and refresh project that modern IT
dictates. Working closely together we have helped more than 7,000
members of staff from across the county to migrate to the latest
Microsoft operating systems, with minimal downtime and within very
ambitious timeframes. We are now able to deliver the best range of
modern-day council services we can to our community, but also deliver
a significant saving to the Authority.”

Kurt Frary – Infrastructure Services Manager,
Information Management and Technology
Norfolk County Council
“Nottinghamshire County Council have worked with SCC since
2005 when they won contracts for the supply and maintenance of
server and storage hardware and software licensing. Since then the
relationship has grown and SCC have gone on to both retain those
contracts when tendered and win further business on the provision of
client devices. SCC have assisted in transforming the way the Council
delivers their hardware provisioning to the client now providing full
service from cradle to grave for all our client devices. SCC are also
working alongside the Council in their journey to the Cloud to ensure
any software licensing requirements are met. We look forward to the
relationship between the two organisations continuing in the future.”

Lorraine Dennis. Category Manager
for Chief Executives Department
Nottinghamshire County Council
“SCC has been providing high-quality IT products and services to
Staffordshire County Council for over a decade. Their pre-sales team
work closely with us to ensure that our IT spend, IT benchmarking and
IT operation meets with our overarching public service mandate. The
independent advice and knowledge, that SCC provides, gives us great
confidence that they fully understand our business requirements and
constraints that helps inform our IT Strategy. This is a relationship that
has been built on the mutually beneficial pillars of trust and reliability.”

Stewart Cottiss. ICT Procurement & Contracts Manager
Staffordshire County Council
“As our reliance on IT has increased steadily over recent years, we
partner with SCC for the delivery of key IT projects. Upgrading of our
end users client devices to the latest operating systems, through to
complex data centre infrastructure upgrades and migration projects.
Their teams of solution architects, engineers, project managers,
technical experts have always met our expectations, deadlines and
budgets. Having an account manager with years of local government
experience and knowledge provides the council with solutions that
meet our expectations. Thanks to SCC we now have a resilient IT
infrastructure that allows us to build a Digital service that can engage
with the residents and businesses of Wirral.”

Peter Moulton, Infrastructure Manager
Wirral Council

CONTACT
publicsector@scc.com

